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 I’d like to invite you to put your minds back 3 weeks.  3 Weeks ago today was 

Palm Sunday.  But don’t focus on the Sunday.  Just think about what your life was like 3 

weeks ago.  And now, think about last week.  And the question is: how was your life 

different last week compared to 3 weeks ago?  For some of us, our lives have changed 

significantly in the past 3 weeks.  But for most of us, I’m guessing that nothing much has 

changed.  Think of that.  Easter came and went, and for most of us, nothing in our lives 

really changed. 

 That’s certainly how it seems to have been for the disciples too.  After Jesus’s 3 

years of public ministry, after all the time spent running around in local communities with 

Jesus, after all the teaching and healing, after all the events leading up to holy week, after 

all the drama during holy week.  After Easter, the disciples go back to work.  They go 

back to fishing. 

 And in our story today, Jesus finds the disciples fishing, and shares a meal with 

them.  And it’s an interesting story, because the disciples - who were professional 

fishermen - had spent the night fishing and caught nothing until Jesus shows up and gives 

them some advice on how to fish. 

 This story has been the basis for many good sermons on change in the church.  

The whole idea that we need to change what we are doing in order to achieve the results 

we want.  In fact, within the United Church these days there are many groups working on 

change in the church, to create a new vision of what it means to “be church” in 2016, and 

one of these groups is actually called “Fishing on the other side”, an illusion to our text 

today.  Another group is called “Fishing Tips”.  I suspect that sermons based on today’s 

fishing story are often told just before a congregation exchanges their pews for flexible 

furniture, or swaps the organ for a rock band.  And there is of course a great deal of truth 

in the idea that change requires … changes.  We all know that. 
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 But I’d like to take this story in a different direction.  Because while I will agree 

that the story is about change, it is also about not changing.  For example, Jesus does not 

tell the disciples that they should not be fishing at all.  Jesus does not suggest that the 

disciples should leave their boats, get degrees from Humber College, and go into nursing; 

the disciples are not told to stop feeding people.  Jesus does not tell the disciples that they 

should leave their boats and buy farm implements; the disciples are not told to abandon 

the lake.  Jesus does not tell the disciples that they should switch from fishing to catching 

lobster.  Jesus doesn’t even tell the disciples that there is more lucrative market for 

cooked fish on the shore and they should expand their retail operations to include both 

raw and processed fish. 

 In short, Jesus does not tell the disciples that they need to change their identity.  

They were fishermen before Jesus came along, and they are fishermen again.  And there 

is apparently nothing wrong with that.  And I think that’s good news for us.  Yes, as a 

church we need to change, but we are not called to change our identity.  We are simply 

called to embrace our true identity more fully.  We just need to figure out what it means 

to “fish” in Rexdale in 2016. 

 Oh - Sorry about that.  I said I was going to preach about something other than 

change, and then I launched into change.  It’s really hard to see this text in some other 

way.  Let me try this again. 

 After Easter, the disciples went back to fishing.  It was what they knew.  It was 

what they liked to do.  It was what they knew how to do.  I always assumed that they 

were probably good at fishing.  However, on this occasion, the disciples fish all night and 

catch nothing.  And what do they do?  Do they quit?  Do they run all over the lake 

looking for fish like I do when I’m not catching anything?  And then Jesus comes along 

and tells them to move their nets to the other side of their boat.  The nets had been set on 

the left side of the boat, and Jesus simply suggests moving the nets to the right side. 

 The disciples had a problem - they were fishing but not catching any fish.  And 

Jesus suggested moving their nets over by what must have been about 3 metres!  The 

disciples were probably thinking of moving to the far side of the lake, and Jesus suggests 

moving about 3 metres.  The disciples must have been very sleep-deprived, because they 
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actually did it. 

 I think of it this way.  The disciples were probably thinking of making a large 

change in their location in order to find fish.  But in the end, they move 3 metres and 

have a great catch.  Instantly.  Their problem may have seemed large, but the solution was 

right beside them.  The solution was closer than the disciples imagined. 

 I wonder how often we do that ourselves.  How often do we think some solution 

that we need is far away and impossible to get to, when all along, the solution is right 

under our noses.  How often do we ask God for something, and when we don’t get the 

answer in exactly the way we expect on our own schedule, we figure God didn’t respond, 

when all along, the solution might be very close by, but perhaps not the answer that we 

imagined ourselves.  How often have we had problems where we thought the only 

solution was for God to “fix” somebody else, while we were busy ignoring the solution at 

hand, which was that we could change ourselves instead?  How often do we wait for God 

to fix something instead or rolling up our own sleeves in cases where we can solve our 

own problems, even if we don’t like those solutions. 

[descend - story about glass of water - story about elephant] 

 Consider this glass of water.  How much does it weigh?  Now that you’ve 

answered, I’d like you to consider that you can’t really answer that question until I give 

you one little detail, which is how long you have to hold it.  If I asked you to hold the 

glass for a minute, then the weight is pretty light.  If I asked you to hold it for an hour, it 

might be a bit heavier.  And if I asked you to hold the glass for a whole day (without 

spilling a drop), you might even say that the glass is too heavy for you because your arm 

would cramp up. 

 So, how heavy is the glass?  It depends on how long you have to hold it.  And our 

emotional baggage and stresses can be like that too.  The longer we hold our stresses, the 

heavier they get.  We may be carrying hostilities and resentments that we have carried for 

years that seem impossibly heavy.  That seem so heavy that we need God to help us.  And 

God can help us.  But perhaps nothing will change until we put those burdens down 
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ourselves. 

 Or consider the classic story of the elephant.  As the story is usually told, someone 

visits a circus and sees a huge elephant that stays in it’s area because it is held there by a 

roped tied to a stick in the ground.  But on reflection, the huge elephant could obviously 

easily either break the flimsy rope or pull up the small stick.  But the elephant doesn’t 

know this because it has not tried to pull against the rope recently.  The elephant did pull 

in protest against the rope and the stick when it was a baby, and indeed, the baby elephant 

could not break the rope or pull out the stick.  But the adult elephant has learned to not 

bother to try anymore.  The adult gave up the dream of freedom as a baby, and has not 

reconsidered the situation since. 

 My point is NOT that God doesn’t help us.  My point is that sometimes we 

ourselves need to open our minds and hearts before we can move forward with God. 

 I’m reminded of an image of God depicted in the 2007 movie “Evan Almighty”.  

That movie - if you don’t know it - is a modern take on the Noah’s ark story.  Anyway, in 

one scene, God is talking to one of the characters.  The character has just expressed her 

disappointment that God hadn’t provided what she wanted in life - simple things like 

patience, courage, love.  And the God character - played by Morgan Freeman - said, “Let 

me ask you something.  If someone prays for patience, do you think God gives them 

patience?  Or does God give them the opportunity to be patient?  If they pray for courage, 

does God give them courage, or does God give them opportunities to be courageous?” 

 I pray that we will all seize the great opportunities that God has give each of us. 

Amen.
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